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StorySD - Episode 139
Leva Portugal a Peito / Galp

Story Breakdown  

Hi, I’m Soraia Ferreira and welcome to StorySD episode number 139. 
It’s me to break down an ad that I saw myself in it.

Welcome to StorySD!
Helping you use storytelling in your communicaon strategy.
Explore other resources at www.StorySD.com.
And now, here is your host, Dr. Soraia Ferreira, story strategy consultant & trainer.

DDuring the Russian World Cup, Galp released an ad supporng the Portuguese football 
team. In this ad you see a Portuguese girl entering a bar that is full of supporters from 
different countries. A Frenchman turns to the girl and asks:
“Where are you from?”
“I'm from Portugal.” 
“I’ve been to Portugal.” 
“Did you like it?”  
““Yes, but…” 
The moment that he says “but”, everything stops in the bar. The girl, very surprised, she's 
saying:
“But? But?” 
And then this “but” is passed on by word of mouth and it reaches Portugal. Every person 
that repeats “but” is someone that is famous in Portugal in different areas. For example, a 
famous chef, a famous singer, a famous surfer, a famous YouTuber.
WWe are seeing a lot of good things that the country has. 
This “but” connues going from mouth to mouth unl it reaches the Portuguese players 
that entered the bar and go and talk with the French guy. They ask the French guy:
“But?”
Then the French guy responds saying:
“But Portugal is marvellous.”
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And then everyone is happy.
I really had fun with this ad because it's a lot of mes how I feel. I love my country and 
when someone is saying “but” I'm always trying to defend it.
In this ad, you also have the story form. You have the heroes that are the Portuguese 
people. You have the obstacles that somemes others don't realize it but then at the end, 
you see that the country has a lot of good things so everything is at peace again.

SStanding on the Shoulder of Giants

The recommended LinkedIn course for this episode is ‘Alex McDowell: World Building and 
Narrave’. 
In this conversaon, you can find a lot of interesng nuggets.
TThe quote that I chose is “Very few of the areas that we're working in have a single linear 
narrave anymore. Film has, but interacve media or virtual reality, mixed reality spaces, 
every single direcon you look is kind of a different story so we have to think very differently 
about the ways in which we seek stories and the ways in which those stories kind of emerge 
from the ferle clay of the world you build. And so, this noon of world building as a 
foundaonal design pracce is becoming, I think, almost essenal for the future of 
storytelling.”
WWorld building is really important in your story.
In the next episode, I will break down another ad, which is ‘The Tree of Life’. 
Unl then keep moving forward!

Thank you for tuning in to StorySD.
Sign up to the newsleer today and be the first to receive updates, at StorySD.com.


